Watt-level continuous-wave emission from a bi-functional quantum cascade laser/detector
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Abstract

Bi-functional active regions, capable of light generation and detection at the same wavelength, allow a straightforward realization of the integrated mid-infrared photonics for sensing applications. Here, we present a high performance bi-functional device for 8 μm capable of 1W single facet continuous wave emission at 15°C. Apart from the general performance benefits, this enables sensing techniques which rely on continuous wave operation, e.g. heterodyne detection, to be realized within a monolithic platform and demonstrates that bi-functional operation can be realized at longer wavelength, where wavelength matching becomes increasingly difficult and that the price to be paid
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in terms of performance is negligible. In laser operation the device has the same or higher efficiency compared to the best lattice-matched QCLs without same wavelength detection capability which is only 30% below the record achieved with strained material at this wavelength.
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1 Introduction

Integrated photonics is a growing research field and is often connected to silicon photonics at telecommunication wavelength \(^1\) aiming for high speed optical data links or quantum computing.\(^2,3\) However, integrated photonics enables a much wider field of fascinating applications, e.g. the realization of extremely compact chemical sensing systems. Active optical devices are mostly realized with epitaxial grown III-V materials, which makes their integration on Si particularly difficult. Heterogeneous integration using transfer techniques allows both single device and wafer scale transfers and were utilized to demonstrate III-V lasers\(^4\) and particularly quantum cascade lasers\(^5\) integrated on silicon. Also direct growth of III-Vs on silicon is an active research field with some interesting recent results, e.g. the direct growth of a III-V quantum dot laser on a silicon substrate.\(^1\) However, the growth of high quality materials will remain challenging. For many applications, the integration of electronics is not particularly important and III-V substrate based integration would be sufficient. This allows direct high quality growth without the need for wafer bonding. Regardless if grown on Si on InP substrates, III-V growth remains to be the most expensive step during fabrication. Therefore, it is beneficial to keep the required number of growth steps at a minimum. An epilayer material which can be used both as a gain as well as a photodetecting medium
depending on the applied bias, thereby, serves as an ideal solution for photonic integration. Such a bi-functional active medium provides all the features needed to build lasers, detectors as well as modulators.

Moving to longer wavelength, e.g. the mid-infrared fingerprint region, active optical components, such as lasers and detectors, are increasingly difficult to realize, especially when aiming for room-temperature operation. The mid-infrared region is particularly useful, as no other wavelength region can offer the same sensitivity or selectivity for chemical spectroscopy. It even enables selective detection of different isotopes.\textsuperscript{6} The first developments on molecular beam epitaxy by Cho and Arthur\textsuperscript{7} and the demonstration of the quantum cascade laser (QCL) by Faist et al.\textsuperscript{8} significantly pushed the entire field.\textsuperscript{9,10} QCL based spectroscopy was pioneered by several groups who early identified its high potential to realize sensing setups with a smaller footprint.\textsuperscript{11-15} Nowadays, QCLs are commercially available and can be found in a number of different applications.

The capability of quantum cascade structures for photodetection\textsuperscript{16-18} received much less attention, maybe because of the rapid developments of competing technologies, such as MCT detectors\textsuperscript{19} and photoconductive quantum well infrared detectors.\textsuperscript{20} However, the ability of using similar device structures and the same materials to realize lasers or detectors led to the proposal that such structures can potentially be used to realize monolithically integrated devices that serve as a single chip solution for chemical sensing.\textsuperscript{21} The idea is simple, a bi-functional quantum cascade epilayer, which can be used both as a gain as well as photodetection material, serves as a basic building block. Lasers and detector are then realized by patterning this epilayer which covers the entire chip. Finally, together with passive optical elements, a monolithic platform that includes all required optical elements can be realized to downscale mid-infrared laser based sensor systems to a single chip. The realization of such bi-functional devices requires careful band engineering to allow lasing and detection at the same wavelength and further with a decent performance. The first realization in 2012 required a compromise to be taken in terms of a reduced laser performance.\textsuperscript{22} The demon-
stration of a monolithically integrated sensor using plasmonic waveguide demonstrated that such bi-functional active regions allow a straightforward realization of integrated photonics. More recently, bi-functional active regions have also been used in prototype gas sensing setups aiming for remote sensing. Their practical realization is still strongly limited by the device performance and would greatly benefit from continuous wave operation which enables heterodyne detection schemes.

In this paper, we present significant progress on bi-functional device developments to address remaining challenges. First, the presented device is designed for a wavelength of 8 $\mu$m to demonstrate that a bi-functional high performance device can also be realized at longer wavelength, where wavelength matching between the laser and the detector becomes increasingly difficult. Thereby, we show that the flexibility due to the engineerable wavelength known from QCLs to address a variety of different sensing applications also applies to bi-functional devices. Second, we pushed the laser performance to a new level, where our bi-functional device can compete or even outperform conventional QCLs. The device is capable of emitting 1 W single facet output power in continuous wave at 15°C. The achieved wallplug efficiency (WPE) of 12% and 7% in pulsed and continuous wave operation is the equal to or higher than reported values for unstrained material. This clearly shows, that the cost of laser performance due to the additional detection functionality can be negligible.

2 Design considerations

Continuous wave operation requires two main ingredients: A temperature insensitive gain medium with a low threshold and a low loss waveguide with a low thermal resistance. The first QCL capable of room-temperature continuous wave emission was demonstrated in 2001 by Beck et al. Since then, the output power and wall-plug efficiency have been significantly improved and watt-level output powers are not unusual anymore. For bi-functional devices the conventional QCL design is modified, such that at zero bias the active transitions
Figure 1: Band diagram at laser threshold, bias of highest pulsed wallplug efficiency and roll-over as well as at detector bias (zero bias). Graded interfaces due to MOVPE growth are considered in the model. The dashed line indicates the pocket shaped injector.\textsuperscript{26}

can also be used for photodetection at the laser emission wavelength.\textsuperscript{22} Traditional laser designs, however, show a large spectral shift because the optical transition takes place between the extraction states and the upper laser level. In the first bi-functional designs, wavelength matching was achieved using thicker barriers and reduced energy splittings between the extraction levels, but with the drawback of a reduced laser performance. These devices showed relatively high threshold currents and were restricted to short pulse operation. The introduction of the horizontal-vertical extraction scheme was a significant step to improve
As indicated by the name, the extraction from the lower laser level is split into two logical parts. The first part (horizontal extractor) uses 2–3 thick barriers and a reduced coupling to maintain wavelength matching between the laser and the detector. The second part (vertical extractor) uses multiple strongly coupled states to achieve fast LO-phonon scattering and to prevent thermal back-filling, described in more detail in Ref.\textsuperscript{31} The presented device is designed for 8 µm to show that wavelength matching can also be achieved at longer wavelengths. The intrinsic wavelength shift, which should be compensated, becomes more and more pronounced and makes wavelength matching more difficult. This is because the ratio between the photon energy and the splitting between the extraction states, which is usually matched to the LO-phonon energy, increases. Here, we show, that wavelength matching is still possible with the horizontal-vertical extractor design procedure, although we take a small compromise. To maximize the overall performance we accepted a small remaining detuning between the laser spectrum and the peak photoresponse, which slightly reduces the responsivity at the emission wavelength, but allows a better laser performance.

In order to push the device performance to enable a low threshold at high temperatures, we reworked the second part of the injector to achieve an even lower thermal back-filling and more efficient injection. In the literature, the banddiagram of a QCL is commonly plotted for one bias. However, it has to be noted that during the design process it is required to take care of the entire bias region from zero to roll-over to identify undesired current paths and regions of negative differential resistance. Furthermore, aiming for continuous wave operation (in contrast to pulsed operation), it is not particularly useful to optimize the device at the bias where the injector state is aligned with the upper laser level. This situation occurs at the roll-over in pulsed mode, which is above the thermal roll-over in continuous wave. More important for continuous wave operation is to achieve a low laser threshold at high operation temperatures. Thus, we mainly optimized our device for bias conditions slightly above threshold, while assuming a high electron temperature. To give a better insight, we
plot the banddiagram of our design for three selected laser conditions (threshold, highest wallplug efficiency in pulsed mode, roll-over in pulsed mode) as well as for the detector operation at zero bias in Figure 1. Graded interfaces were used in the bandstructure design to model the behavior of the MOVPE growth.\textsuperscript{32} Interface grading strongly modifies the banddiagram and leads to a red-shift in experiments. Here, we directly considered the grading in our design process via an empirically determined width from the wavelength shift between experiment and simulation of a number of previously grown devices, which later turned out to be consistent with the profiles obtained from atom probe tomography measurements. This approach allows a reliable prediction of the emission wavelength and a more accurate design. A more detailed description of our interface grading model can be found in Ref.\textsuperscript{32}

Table 1: Table of selected high performance continuous wave QCLs from literature. The values in brackets correspond to pulsed operation. The given values for pulsed and continuous wave correspond to the highest values achieved in the respective operation mode and are not necessarily from the same device geometry. Often narrower ridges have been used for continuous wave operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>(\lambda)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>(\eta)</th>
<th>(T)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maulini et al.\textsuperscript{33}</td>
<td>7.1 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1.4 W (2.9 W)</td>
<td>10% (19%)</td>
<td>20\°C</td>
<td>QCL strained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyakh et al.\textsuperscript{34}</td>
<td>9 (\mu)m</td>
<td>2 W (4.5 W)</td>
<td>10% (16%)</td>
<td>20\°C</td>
<td>QCL strained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troccoli et al.\textsuperscript{35}</td>
<td>9.2 (\mu)m</td>
<td>2 W (4.4 W)</td>
<td>10% (16%)</td>
<td>15\°C</td>
<td>QCL strained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.8 (\mu)m</td>
<td>0.8 W (-)</td>
<td>3.4% (-)</td>
<td>15\°C</td>
<td>QCL unstrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.9 (\mu)m</td>
<td>0.92 W (-)</td>
<td>4.0% (-)</td>
<td>15\°C</td>
<td>QCL unstrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bismuto et al.\textsuperscript{36}</td>
<td>8.5 (\mu)m</td>
<td>0.45 W (1.1 W)</td>
<td>- (11.5%)</td>
<td>20\°C</td>
<td>QCL unstrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujita et al.\textsuperscript{37}</td>
<td>8.6 (\mu)m</td>
<td>0.313 W (6.5 W)</td>
<td>2.74% (10.8%)</td>
<td>30\°C</td>
<td>QCL unstrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missaggia et al.\textsuperscript{38}</td>
<td>9 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1 W (-)</td>
<td>7% (-)</td>
<td>15\°C</td>
<td>QCL unstrained (same facility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwarz et al.\textsuperscript{31}</td>
<td>6.8 (\mu)m</td>
<td>- (0.5 W)</td>
<td>- (4.5%)</td>
<td>20\°C</td>
<td>QCLD unstrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>8 (\mu)m</td>
<td>1 W (1.5 W)</td>
<td>7% (12%)</td>
<td>15\°C</td>
<td>QCLD unstrained</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The injector is designed in such a way, that it forms a triangularly shaped effective potential. This approach is similar to the so-called pocket injector design.\textsuperscript{35} Electrons can scatter down into the pocket and the large energy separation minimizes thermal back-filling. We want to emphasize that at laser threshold, the energy distance between the lowest injector ground state and the upper laser level is quite large (26 meV). However, at room-temperature - and keeping in mind that the electron temperature can be much higher than the lattice
Figure 2: Current, voltage, single facet output power relation as well as total wallplug efficiency (both facets) for an episide-up mounted device in pulsed operation (upper) and a episide-down mounted buried heterostructure device in continuous wave operation (lower). The inset in show the temperature dependence of the threshold current density and slope efficiency in pulsed operation. From this we extract the characteristic temperatures $T_0 = 215\,\text{K}$ and $T_1 = 236\,\text{K}$ via least square fits (solid lines).

temperature in this region due to the emission of off-resonant LO-phonons - thermal excitation is sufficient to achieve population inversion and provides an additional cooling effect for hot electrons. Thus, a quite large part of the voltage drop through the injector is compensated by the required "cooling" energy to inject electrons into the upper laser level (At threshold $70\,\text{meV} - 26\,\text{meV} = 44\,\text{meV}$). The simulation tool used for this work resolves the k-space and thus includes non-equilibrium in-plane distributions.\textsuperscript{30} The effective potential is
continuously tilted with increasing bias as illustrated by the dashed line in the banddiagrams (see figure 1). The ground state thereby moves from the middle to the right to achieve an increasing direct injection. This allows for an efficient lower laser level depopulation over the entire bias range. At the bias where light generation is the most efficient, the upper laser level is still significantly above the lowest ground state (banddiagram 2). The roll-over in pulsed mode occurs, when the ground state of the injector is in resonance with the upper laser level (banddiagram 3). A further increase in bias would lead to a region of negative differential resistance. Following, domains for different electric field will form in order to maximize current flow and the laser shuts off because of misalignment. A main difference to an injector with one pronounced tunneling level is that the injection current is mainly limited by thermal excitation of hot electrons rather than the tunneling efficiency. The single tunneling level injector does not allow for large cooling effects but might require a slightly smaller doping density. However, it is not obviously clear if a slightly higher doping results in higher loss, as the conventional Drude absorption model for bulk collapses for subband devices. Free-carrier absorption in quantum cascade structures is fundamentally different and becomes very small. The reduction of the lower laser level population can be expected to give a larger contribution.

The second ingredient for continuous wave operation is a low loss waveguide with a low thermal resistance. This is a main reason, why the highest performance levels where mostly achieved using material systems on InP substrates. InP is an ideal cladding material with low optical loss and high thermal conductivity. In contrast to previous devices we used low doped InP top and bottom cladding layers as well as lateral InP regrowth for better heat extraction. The low optical loss of this waveguide allows a reduction of the active region doping by roughly a factor of two compared to previous bi-functional devices to further reduce the laser threshold.

Both devices, the QCLD and the reference QCL were grown nominally lattice matched (±0.5% or less strain) on n-InP \((2.5 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3})\) substrates by MOVPE in a Veeco D125
multi-wafer reactor. The very same waveguide structure was used and the larger size of one cascade of the QCLD was compensated with a smaller number of periods to obtain the same optical properties of the waveguide geometry. Superlattice regions were included in the QCLD device to minimize series resistances at the first and last period as well as at the InGaAs/InP interfaces for the detector operation. These regions were carefully designed to prevent unintentional resonant absorption. The laser ridges were fabricated by conventional photolithography and dry etching. The devices for pulsed measurements and the on-chip detector characterization were fabricated using SiN passivation, sputtered Ti-Au top contacts and were mounted episide up. The continuous wave devices were fabricated in the buried heterostructure configuration using lateral Fe-InP regrowth and with Ti-Au contacts on both sides. The buried heterostructure devices were cleaved to single devices and mounted episide down. The laser performance was characterized with standard equipment, e.g. FTIR, pulser and low noise dc current source, etc. The optical power was measured with a calibrated power meter considering an estimated collection efficiency of 95%, which is consistent with the measurements performed at MIT-LL for this and the comparison QCL devices of Ref. 38.

3 Results and Discussion: Laser operation

The improvements in the active region design in combination with the optimized waveguide enable bi-functional device with outstanding laser performance. Figure 2 show the light-current-output power relation for two devices. The episide-up mounted device shows an excellent pulsed performance with a total wallplug efficiencies of 12%. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the threshold current density and slope efficiency, from which we extract the characteristic temperatures $T_0 = 215\,\text{K}$ and $T_1 = 236\,\text{K}$, respectively. High characteristic temperatures are crucial for high temperature operation. The second sample is a longer buried heterostructure device, which was mounted episide-down on a water cooling block without Peltier element. It is capable to emit 1W single facet output power.
in continuous wave at 15°C cooling water temperature and achieves a maximum wallplug efficiency of 7%. Both the pulsed and continuous wave performance are excellent when compared to record values from literature. Table 1 summarizes published power and efficiency record values for the emission wavelengths around 8 µm. The achieved wallplug efficiencies are just 30% smaller compared to the highest published records at this wavelength. One has to note, that these record values were achieved with conventional QCLs without same wavelength detection functionality using strained materials. It has been extensively discussed that strained materials have a significant advantage to realize efficient devices.\textsuperscript{42,43} Unstrained devices suffer from carrier leakage because of the relatively small band-offset, where in well designed strained devices carrier leakage can be neglected at such long wavelength. Compared to QCLs based on unstrained materials, our device outperforms most published results and performs similar compared to QCLs from the same facility. This clearly demonstrates that the additional detection functionality is not necessarily connected to a performance drawback.

![Normalized emission spectra](image)

Figure 3: Emission spectra of the epide-side-down mounted QCLD in continuous wave operation. The shown spectral evolution is typical to QCLs: At threshold the laser starts at a single mode and then switches to a dense spectrum, where all Fabry-Perot modes laser, with growing bandwidth. Other than known from our lasers, the dense spectrum even occurs close to threshold after some minutes.

The emission spectrum in continuous wave is shown in figure 3. Starting from single mode at threshold, the spectrum switches very early to the dense mode, where all Fabry-
Perot modes are occupied. This is a hint of a strong four-wave mixing process and low dispersion in this device. At higher currents the spectrum widens to about $80 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. The spectra at the bias of highest WPE is perfectly centered around the design wavelength of $8 \mu\text{m}$. This shows, that considering graded interfaces during the design process enables a reliable prediction of the emission wavelength.\textsuperscript{32}

4 Detector operation

The detector functionality of the bi-functional device has a similar performance compared to previous designs\textsuperscript{22,23,31} considering the smaller device resistance, which originates from its exponential relation to the photon energy via the activation energy. As pointed out by earlier work, the device resistance is not as crucial due to the geometrical advantage of the end-fire coupled on-chip detector.\textsuperscript{31} Figure 4 shows the detector spectrum compared to the laser emission spectrum. As described above, a small remaining wavelength shift was accepted during design to achieve a better overall performance. Due to the small facet size, the characterization with external sources is possible but challenging because it requires precise knowledge of the beam profile and spectral density to estimate the incident optical power. Here, we use the on-chip configuration where the laser and the detector ridges are separated with a small gap\textsuperscript{44} to obtain the absolute value of the detector responsivity. This approach requires calibration via the coupling efficiency from the laser to the detector as well as the laser output power. These values typically fluctuate much less and can be obtained using a power meter collecting light from the second laser facet and 3D FEM modeling to obtain the reflectivities and the coupling efficiency. Furthermore, the on-chip characterization better represents the configuration used for on-chip sensing applications. Figure 5 shows the signal of the on-chip detector at the back facet compared to a calibrated external detector at the front laser facet. The gap between the laser and the detector can have a strong influence on the laser facet reflectivity. Thus, we measured the gap size using a scanning electron

12
microscope to be 5.4 µm ± 0.1 µm and calculated the laser facet reflectivity from the 3D FEM simulation. From this the power ratio between back and front side laser emission can be calculated to be $r_{21} = P_2/P_1 = \sqrt{R_{\text{laser},1}/R_{\text{laser},2}(1 - R_{\text{laser},1})/(1 - R_{\text{laser},2})} \approx 0.93 \pm 0.01$. From the 3D FEM simulation we also obtain the coupling factor from the back facet emission to the detector ($\eta_{\text{coupling}} = 0.57 \pm 0.015$). The ratio between the power inside the detector and emitted from the front facet is then $r_{21}\eta_{\text{coupling}} = 0.53 \pm 0.02$. As we consider the detector facet to be a part of the detector, we divide the ratio by the transitivity to obtain the total correction factor $r_{\text{corr}} = r_{21}\eta_{\text{coupling}}/(1 - R_{\text{detector}}) = 0.71 \pm 0.027$. From this quite rigorous approach, we can calculate the responsivity of the on-chip detector at the laser emission wavelength to be $R_{8\mu m} = I_{ph}/(r_{\text{corr}}P_{\text{meas}}) \approx 14 \text{ mA/W}$ and the peak responsivity to be $R_{\text{peak}} \approx 20 \text{ mA/W}$.

We measured multiple detectors with different ridge lengths (50 µm, 100 µm, 200 µm, 500 µm) to obtain the absorption coefficient at the laser emission wavelength of $\alpha_{8\mu m} = 60 \text{ cm}^{-1}$. Compared to previous devices,\textsuperscript{22,31} the absorption coefficient is lower due to the reduced doping. However, due to the end-fire coupled waveguide detector and the fact that also the waveguide losses are much smaller, the same absorption efficiency can be achieved just by using longer ridges. We calculate the optimal detector ridge length in terms of Johnson noise equivalent power at the laser emission wavelength $\text{NEP}_{8\mu m}^J$ to be 200 µm, with $\text{NEP}_{8\mu m}^J = 0.14 \text{ nW/\sqrt{Hz}}$. Longer detectors are preferable if the noise of the system is limited by other sources. Here, one can immediately recognize the noise reduction due to the small size as a major advantage over external discrete detectors, beside larger coupling and absorption efficiencies.

5 Conclusion and discussion

With this work we brought bi-functional QCLDs to a new performance level, where in laser operation they can directly compete with conventional QCLs. The on-chip detection
Figure 4: Spectral responsivity of the ridge detector and the normalized laser emission spectrum. A small remaining wavelength-shift was accepted during the design to optimize the overall performance.

Figure 5: Laser pulse measured the on-chip detector and a calibrated external detector. The laser ridge length for this experiment is significantly smaller and results in a reduced output power. The inset shows the 3D FEM simulation result for the coupling trough the 5.4 µm gap.

feature shows high signal-to-noise ratios due to the coupling scheme and enables a straightforward realization of monolithically integrated mid-infrared sensors. The demonstration of continuous-wave operation at 8 µm is an important step to push integrated sensing systems. It shows that the wavelength scalability known from QCLs also applies for bi-functional designs and enables sensing schemes that rely on continuous wave emission due to the required stability. One of the most interesting and prominent techniques is heterodyne detection, which enables phase sensitive detection of extremely small power levels. This makes heterodyne detection attractive for remote sensing and stand-off detection. This concept is
particularly useful for on-chip integration as detection of the beating between two laser lines is fundamentally insensitive to electric crosstalk between the lasers and detector and can potentially solve current issues of recently presented gas sensors. High power local oscillators can be easily realized and directly coupled to the detectors. Going one step further, the heterodyne detection concept can also be applied in parallel at multiple wavelengths. Using frequency combs, an entire spectrum covering several ten to hundred wavenumbers can be acquired with a single shot. Frequency combs have been recently realized using QCL active regions, which, together with the demonstration of continuous wave bi-functional devices, opens the perspective of on-chip dual comb spectroscopy. Also for discrete sensing setups, one can switch to lasers based on bi-functional materials, as they show similar performance but enable integrated power monitoring, stabilization or referencing.
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